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Part 32 - Finishing foam

wings - leading and trailingedges, servo housings,
ailerons and braces

MO EL BUILDERS'
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Anchor with extra strips top and bottom
if tape shows signs of peeling

of masking ta'pe - the slightly crinkly paper stuff - stretched across and
stuck' onto the skin (Fig. 14,51, Al every few inches; do each end
first, then the centre, then the middle of each gap, and so on. Try to
keep the tension roughly equal on each side, or the tape may pull the
leading edge off centre before the glue has set. High·tack tape is best
for this job as the low-tack stuff tends to peel off, especially when the
skins are balsa: to help prevent this it can be helpful to lay another
length of tape along the top and bottom skins over the iixing strips to
help anchor them (Fig. 14.51, SI. As much as possible of any glue
squeezed out should be removed, using a scrap of anything to hand·

Fit leading and tr"iJi!ing edges
L.e3ding edges are usually ll"idde il'olll strip, either CUt from sheet or
oaught in. Wnichever you elloose, the wood should be hard and as
straight-grained as possible: leading edges are prone to damage, and
the use of hard balsa minimises this, besides adding to the spanwise
strength of the wing by acting as a spar. The use of a modelling hard
wood instead of balsa will improve both damage resistance and
strength, adding very little extra weight.

Sometimes when a strip is cut from a sheet it will take on a curve
as the tension is released from one side, and then it should be used

only if it is wide enough to be fitted without bending it straight, as oth
erwisa it may in time iner·oduce a twist into the wing as it attempts to
recurn to ies original bene shape. If there is no option but to bend it
straight and use it. make sure that it is fitted so that if the bend
rewrns later it will bend downwards at the wingtip, thus introducing
washout. Too much washout is not good. but it's safer than too little,
and much bect:er than hEwing wash-in, which will increase the likelihood
of tip stalling. It may be possible to release the stresses causing the
bend by steaming the strip for a few minutes and then pinning it
against a straightedge or pressing it straight until it dries. This may
need to be done more than once. and sometimes it is best to bend

the strip a licele the opposite way until it dries, as it Illay then spring
back a licele and take up a straighter line.

Fitting the leading edge
To make fi;.;ing easier, the leoding edge strip should always be cut a lit
c!e oversize. les widch shouid be 1/16" to 1/B" more than the depth
of me leading edge or the panel [Fig, 14,50, Al and it should be left
siightly over-Iengcn. If the leading edge is swept, there must be a suffi
ciem overhang to allow tl12 leading edge to be trimmed off flush with
the panel ends latel' (Fig. 14,50, Bl, It can be made tapered to
match any reduction in depth of the wing towards the tip [still retain
ing the extra width] C·J save work when shaping to section later.

Beiore proceeding, remove any dust from the wing skins by vacuum
ing or use of a tacky cloth. PVA is the best adhesive to us.e to fix the
leading edge, applied to the foam and rubbed with the leading edge to
spread it, with enough glue applied so that it just squeezes out, ensur
ing that the leading edge will be fixed to the edges of the skins as well
as co the foam core; if necessary add a little more until the desired
result is obtained. The leading edge strip is then taped in place to be
held tightly in comact with the wing panel. by the application of strips

Figure 14.51 Tape Leading Edge to Wing

Figure 14.50 Fit Leading Edge Oversize Figure 14.52 Avoiding L. E. Bulges

@ Bulges prevented by stiff beam
Beam maintains even pressure across length of L.E.
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Width of leading edge strip, \Iv, should be
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t!;>inply. p\estic, herdwood, herd be\se - end e demp cioth or piece of
kitchen paper. Take care not to allow moisture to seep under the
masking tape, as this can make it very difficult to remove without
pulling slivers of wood from the skins. especially on veneer.

Be careful not to put too much tension on the masking tape. or the
leading edge may bulge outwards between the strips of tape and end
up scalloped (Fig. 14.52, AI, more likely to occur if it is thin. A useful
dodge to prevent this is not to apply the tape to the leading edge. but
to a strip of stiffer wood placed in front of it. which will apply the ten
sion from the strips of tape more evenly across the full length of the
leading edge (Fig. 14.52, Bl.

Figure 14.54 Glass-cloth Reinforcement

o External glass-cloth applied after skinning

One layer thi~ Feather edges

~

Trim to section

Trim to section

Glass-cloth shown in red
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Trim and Mark the Ends
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~ Fixed to skin before skinning
One layer thick cloth

Figure 14.55

o Trim off the overlaps
Direction of
cutting strokes

Ends must finish flush with ends of panel
to ensure good joints later

Trim the ends
When the glue is completely set any overlaps should be trimmed off
using a razor saw. Place a panel in the waste foam to hold it firmly
and with the blade of the saw flat against one end of the panel saw off
the excess wood from one strip. before moving round to deal with the
others. Try always to work so that the cutting stroke pushes the strip
against the foam rather than away from it (Fig. 14.55, AI so there is
less likelihood of pulling it off. Sometimes this means working wrong
handed, but this can be avoided if you have two razor saws, one that
cuts on the forward stroke and one that cuts on the back stroke [a
pull-saw). Alternatively. inverting the panel into its opposite piece of
waste foam will allow you to cut the otherwise awkward ends more
easily. Apply only gentle pressure as the saw nears the bottom of each
strip to avoid it splitting.

It is very important to ensure that no leading Of' trailing edge over
laps remain, as these will make a good joint impossible when the pan
els are joined and when the tips are applied. If necessary. finish off
with a sanding block to bring the ends of the strips precisely flush with
the ends of the foam.

tape is removed and the second skin fixed. To do the job right, all
bonds between skin and glass-cloth should be made with epoxy. which
makes for some really accurate work in applying the adhesives and
positioning the skins. and all such bonds must then oe held in contact
until the epoxy has cured.

Thin trailing edge
needs to be hardwood

or reinforced (C. D)

Separate Trailing Edges

C)Hard balsa or

hardwood

suitable

Figure 14.53"

Fitting a trailing edge
Sometimes - though not often - a separate trailing edge is fitted to
foam wings to make them less susceptible to damage. A strip of very
hard balsa will usually suffice. but cyparis or basswood will be better;
spruce is also satisfactory but due to its sometimes irregular grain is
less easy to shape. As with the leading edge, it should be cut slightly
over-length, and fitted to the wing in the same way with adhesive and
masking tape.

For the strip to fix firmly to the wing the trailing edge of the panel
must be trimmed off to give a flat surface (Fig. 14.53, Al. and the
strip should be at least 1/8" in thickness, though it will rarely need to
be more than 1/4". It helps in later shaping if it is slightly thicker than
the edge to which rt is to be fixed. Its width will be dependent on the
slope of the wing surfaces; the more acute the angle these make at
the trailing edge. the wider the strip must be (Fig. 14.53, BJ.
However. as its width to depth ratio increases it becomes increasingly
weaker. so when this value exceeds about 3: 1 it is more appropriate
tP-Use hardwood. Alternatively. a layer of thin ply. 1/32" is about

;, between two layers of hard balsa will work well (Fig. 14.53, Cl,
especially if the outer grain of the ply is across rather than along the
strip. A layer of medium or heavyweight glass-cloth can be substituted
for the ply, bonded to the balsa with epoxy or polyester resin before fit
ting to the wing. On a section where the undersurface is virtually flat
at the trailing edge. a single layer of balsa on top of a layer of ply may
be easier to fit and align correctly (Fig. 14.53, Dl. It is of course
important that the extreme back edge of the ply, after shaping is com
pleted, lies precisely on the chord line. so some care is needed in
positioning a laminated trailing edge accurately. Sometimes. where the
section is under-cambered, the underside of the extreme trailing edge
needs to be concave, and this can be quite difficult to achieve: in this
case I would use as narrow a strip as possible so that the effect of
any inaccuracy is minimised, and similarly on a reflexed section where
the upper surface may be concave.

~--I,/
Flat and smooth I Fit slightly oversize
edge needed here before shaping to section

<9 Ply core in balsa with e Ply core in balsa with
convex bottom flat bottom

~==~=S=Uri~'~ ~ace~.- I~I
A very sharp trailing edge can be formed when ply

(or glass-cloth) is incorporated

Reinforcement of thin trailing edges may be accomplished by the use
of glass-cioth rather than wood. and there are at least three ways to
do this. all entailing some extra work and possibly needing a greater
degree of precision. These are: applying a thin layer on top and bot
tom surfaces epoxied on and feathered in after curing (Fig. 14.54,
AI; a layer bonded to one or both surfaces of the foam before the
skinning adhesive is applied (Fig. 14.54, B); or a thicker layer sand
wiched between the overlapping skins (Fig. 14.54, Cl This latter
option can be difficult to construct as latex is not very suitable as an
adhesive and stiffener for glass-cloth. "One technique that can be
adopted is to epoxy a strip of glass-cloth to one skin. letting it cure,
and sticking a length of clear tape over it to keep the latex off when
that is applied to the skin. The foam core is then positioned accurately
on the skin with the taped strip protruding at the rear edge before the

€) Mark finished shapes

~~
, Use template to draw final shapes of L. E. and T E.

,onto ends of strips to facilitate shaping later---------------------------------------------- .... ~
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Joint Braces

}>Braces to support
dowel

1

Figure 14.57

" Braces should be different lengths

~ ... -.--.--.------
• , Brace ends

/ not straight

I J/ across chord____ 2 --+- _'....-.~~-----.-1__---.---------------
@ Braces support dowel and bolt

break away and the panels separate if subjected to excessive force,
although provided the joint is well made and an appropriate adhesive
employed, it is not likely that the joint itself will separate. The longer
the braces, the stronger will be the joint. until eventually they become
more like spars than mere braces. Depending on the wing planform,
model weight, and fierceness of the manoeuvres to which the model is
subjected, it is rarely necessary to extend the braces much beyond
113 of the half span, and in most cases where aerodynamic forces
are quite low, braces extending no more than a few inches each side
of centre will suffice, the outboard portion of the wing itself having suf
ficient strength to remain intact. Joint braces do little or nothing to cie
the skins together at the centre joint so other steps, to be covered
later, must be taken to address this.

Braces should fit closely into slots cut into the wing. best done after
the wing is joined so that the slots can be assured to match and to be
straight. It is a matter of personal preference as to whether or not
they extend the full depth; I generally cut the slots into the undersur
face but don't take them right through, so the upper surface of the
wing remains unblemished. If the braces are short enough to be con
tained within the width of the fuselage, then I cut the slots underneach
on a high wing and on top for a low one, and mark the wings accord
ingly.

For small to medium-size models, ply of 1/16" thickness is ade
quate, increasing along with the size of the model. Braces should be
as deep as possible for maximum strength, and of different lengths so
that the ends are not in a straight line across the chord. The longest
and deepest brace should be at or near the point of maximum thick
ness of the wing, and placement of all of them may be influenced by
the method by which the wing is attached to the fuselage.

Wing bolts
For a wing secured by a rearward bolt and leading-edge dowel, it is
helpful if a brace can be located so that the bolt head bears on it and
so is less likely to be pulled through the wing in a heavy landing.
Another brace should be placed to serve as an anchorage for the
back end of the dowel, and a ply plate fitted across the joint on the
leading edge (the apex may need to be trimmed straight and flat) as
support for the front of the dowel (Fig. 14.57, Bl.

Where the wing is secured by two bolts, these may be arranged in
tandem (Fig. 14.58, A) or side-by-side (Fig. 14.58, SI. the latter
arrangement sometimes having some further fixing to hold down the
leading or trailing edge (usually by its being located under an overhang
ing part of the fuselage). As before. braces should be fitted so that
the bolt heads bear on them.

Sometimes wing bolts are arranged to pass through blocks of hard
wood or hard balsa sunk into the wing, and these should be placed so
that they are securely bonded to a brace. or even better. between t:\NO

braces of different lengths (Fig. 14.58, C). In these cases, the bolt
heads will bear on the blocks rather than on the braces, and the
blocks may be. counter-bored so that the bolts sit flush with the wing
surface, improving aesthetics and reducing drag. Whacever the
arrangement. both surfaces should always be protected from crushing
and tearing by ply plates or washers mounted on or let inca the sur
face (Fig. 14.58, Dl. and through which the bolt passes. Further
crush-resistance may be obtained by sandwiching a hard plastic or
metal tube between these plates to keep them apart. especially rf it is
impractical to install an adjacent brace. If the plates are relatively
large, the load on them will be spread over a larger area and crushing
will be less likely.

Aileron Servo Location

G) Lowwing

Figure 14.56

" High wing

Mark out for later cuts
While the panels are still separate and easier to handle, it is wise to
mark out the positions of the servo housing, joint braces, other hard
points, and the outlines of the ailerons, though none of these is actual
ly cut at this stage.

Pin the templates back in position, and draw round them to mark the
finished shape of the leading and trailing edges {Fig. 14.55, Bl, but
do not shape them at this stage; leaving them whole will help to pre
vent them from being damaged while further work is performed.
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Joint braces
On all but very small, light models, I would recommend that at least
two braces (Fig. 14.57. A, 1 & 2) are used to bind together the
joint between the wing panels [I usually use at least three), and these
should be of good quality birch ply (somecimes glass-fibre or carbon
sheet in special cases). If the designer of the model has not seen fit to
include any, consider adding some. The purpose of the braces is to tie
together the foam panels (and the spars, if fitted) across the joint, and
to add some additional resistance to bending at the centre-line, where
bending forces are at a maximum. Without bracing, the foam may

Aileron servo housing
The aileron servo is usually fitted so as to be contained within the fuse
lage when the wing is mounted. On a high wing, therefore, it will
almost always be let into the bottom surface inverted (Fig. 14.56,
A), whereas on a low wing it will usually be upright and let into the top
surface (Fig. 14.56, El). On a mid- or shoulder-wing it could be either
way, depending on what access is available. Connection to the ailerons
will normally be through short pushrods connecting to torque rods let
into the same surface as that into which the servo is fitted (see Fig.
13.14).

~ Typical servo box cut-out and brace position

Main joint brace acts

_____ as front face~ ---.:.. ..." of box

~/~/>~/f< "
// ./" /~,/ •..,t/ •·.••.v "'-,/ ,,'" /' +/ - -.

~ """'IIf......Alternative or
additional brace location

It is common p"dctice to make a rectangular cavity in the wing in
which the servo will sic with as little procruding as possible, to min
imise any damage that may be caused to the servo or the model
structure if che wing should slew or come off in the event of a non-pro
fessionallanding (a crash). Often the cavity will be symmetrical about
the centre-line, but occasionally it will be offset in order to be clear of
other fittings, and sometimes it will need to be wide enough to accom
modate two'servos side-by-side. The cavity sides and bottom should be
skinned wich balsa to make a box, and it is a good idea to incorporate
a ply joint-brace as either the front or back face; fitting the servo just
behind the main joint-brace will achieve this. as well as placing the
servo reasonably forwards to assist in balancing the model (Fig.
14.56, C). On small wings, it is not a good idea to cut a servo box
ahead of the main brace as it may weaken the wing unduly, but on
large wings, where the ser'vo is small in comparison to the space avail
able, the main brace can usefully be employed as the back face of the
box. HardWOOd or ply bearers to which the servo can be screwed are
needed, and these are best let into the sides of the box, but may be
fitted to the wing surface if the servo cannot be sunk deeply enough
into the wing. At this stage it is enough to mark out the approximate
size and position of the servo box, remembering to make allowances
for the thickness of the balsa (normally 1/8" sheet) to be used for fac
ings.
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Less work, but
different thicknesses

@ Ignoring step

Different

angles

o Avoiding step

~ Normal practice
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Parallel cut lines ..... angles made on thicker facings

Figure 14.60
Cuts for Centre-hinged Ailerons

If the angles are formed as the ailerons are cut free they can then be
faced with sheet material, requiring little further work beyond trimming
off any top and bottom overlaps (Fig. 14.59, Bl. These facings can
be quite thin, provided they are strong enough to stiffen the ailerons
and to remain in one piece under load. I have used 1/32" ply quite
successfully on many occasions, though balsa seems to be the materi
al of choice for most modellers. Hard 1/16" sheet is enough on
smallish models, with thicker stuff for larger ones. To form the 'V', the
upper-surface cut lines must be closer together than those on the
lower surface, and should be equidistant from the hinge axis line.
Alternatively, the angles can be formed on thicker facings, and the
aileron can then be severed by making two parallel cuts [Fig. 14.59,
Cl which may be found easier to achieve. To make the mating faces
equal in depth, cuts on the undersurface should be made slightly rear
wards of their symmetrical position. This avoids forming a step when
the aileron is fully down (Fig. 14.59, D) although unless absolute
maximum efficiency is required this is of little concern.

The hinge-line on centre-hinged ailerons is almost invariably formed
by shaping thick facing strips, much as in the second case above but
making a different shape (Fig. 14.60, Al. and the ailerons can be
easily separated from the wing by two parallel cuts the thickness of
two facings apart and, of course, equidistant from the hinge axis line.
It is possible to form the angle by shaping the foam and then facing it
with thinner material, but it's a fiddly job and hardly worth the effort. If
the angles are equal on both facings then there will be a small step on
each surface when the aileron is deflected, and as before, if this is of
concern it can be obviated by cutting the rear facing with shallower
angles than those on the front (Fig. '14.60, 8). If it is of no concern
at all a simpler approach can be taken, where only the rear facing is
shaped and the front left vertical (Fig. 14.60, Cl. permitting the front
facing to be made of thinner material (and requiring the cut lines to be
adjusted relative to the hinge line, obviously) .•

Tube as
spacer

(!) Through Ply

Wing-bolt Arrangements

€) Side-by-side

Block of hard balsa
or hardwood

(9 Through Block

Figure 14.58

o In Tandem

@ Angles set when ailerons cut free
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Angled cut lines .. _. allowing for thickness of facimgs

@ Angles set by shaping facings

Figure 14.59 Cuts for Top-hinged Ailerons

e Top-hinged aileron
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Ailerons
Ailerons need careful marking to ensure that they are identical, and
that they will be able to move both upwards and downwards by at
least the designed amount. Particular care is needed when marking
out the hinge lines, as these will vary according to the choice of top
or centre-hinging, and the thickness of the facings that will be needed
on the cut surfaces when the ailerons are later freed from the wing .

If the ailerons are to be top-hinged, the hinged edges must be angled
to form an inverted 'V' allowing downward movement (Fig. 14.59, A).

The position of wing bolts will usually be dictated by the position of
suitable hard-points in the fuselage, into which the bolts can be
screwed, so if you are planning to add braces to the wing you should
take the bolt positions into account when marking the locations of the
braces.
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